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Abstract

The Boundary Physics program of the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) is focusing on optimization of

the edge power and particle flows in bt P 25% L- and H-mode plasmas of t6 0:8 s duration heated by up to 6 MW of

high harmonic fast wave and up to 5 MW of neutral beam injection (NBI). Particle balance and core fueling efficiencies

of low and high field side gas fueling in L-mode ohmic and NBI-heated plasmas have been compared using an analytical

zero-dimensional particle balance model and measured ion and neutral fluxes. Gas fueling efficiencies are in the range of

0.05–0.20 and do not depend on discharge magnetic configuration, density or poloidal location of the injector. The

particle balance modeling indicates that the addition of a pseudo-constant high field side (HFS) fueling source results in

a reversal of the wall loading rate and higher wall inventories. Initial particle source estimates obtained from neutral

pressure and spectroscopic measurements indicate that the recycling flux in the divertor exceeds the main chamber ion

and neutral fluxes by over an order of magnitude. Present analysis provides the basis for detailed fluid modeling of edge

heat and particle flows using transport models which include both diffusion and convection.

� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The focus of the National Spherical Torus Experi-

ment (NSTX) Boundary Physics program is the opti-

mization of the edge power and particle flows in

bt P 25% long pulse L- and H-mode plasmas heated by

up to 6 MW of high harmonic fast wave (HHFW) power

and up to 5 MW of neutral beam injection (NBI). It has

been initially thought that conventional tokamak power

and particle handling techniques would be challenged by

the spherical tori (ST) features, such as the compactness

of the divertor and the scrape-off layer (SOL) width,

resulting from the short connection length and high

mirror ratio (for example, [1]). NSTX has successfully

achieved NBI heated and HHFW heated H-mode plas-

mas of several sE duration and stored energy up to

E6 200 kJ and plasmas with bt 6 30% thus demon-

strating that the conventional techniques are adequate

for t6 0:8 s duration high performing ST target plasma.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an initial analysis

of global particle balance in NSTX and an assessment

of the efficiency of the core fueling and divertor per-

formance. This global approach helps identify the

directions for further detailed analysis of particle con-

finement, core density limiting mechanisms, and scrape-

off layer transport, involving multi-fluid numerical

modeling of edge plasmas [2].
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2. Experiment and diagnostics

External fueling of NSTX plasmas is achieved by

neutral gas injectors and neutral beam injectors. Top

and outer midplane fast piezoelectric valves are referred

to as the low field side (LFS) injectors. The valves pro-

vide a well-controlled continuous gas flow at a rate

Cgas 6 170 Torr l/s per injector. The high field side (HFS)

gas injector was recently installed on NSTX follow-

ing the successful MAST demonstration of improved

H-mode access with inner wall gas fueling [3]. The gas

injector provides a pseudo-constant flow at a rate Cgas 6

50 Torr l/s. Three E6 90 keV deuterium beams injected

co-directionally with plasma current at three radii of

r1 ¼ 48:7, r2 ¼ 59:2, r3 ¼ 64:9 cm yield a fueling rate of

CNBI ’ 1:3 Torr l/s per 1 MW of NBI power.

Quantitative particle balance analysis utilizes the

measurements of several diagnostics. These are fast neu-

tral pressure gauges, including two calibrated ionization

gauges in the midplane, and two Penning gauges in upper

and lower divertors. Plasma profiles are measured by a

multi-point Thomson scattering system. Various spec-

troscopic diagnostics include filtered detectors of impu-

rity, visible bremsstrahlung, and the deuterium Balmer

line emissions, and visible and VUV spectrometers. Es-

pecially useful for neutral recycling measurements are

the photometrically and spatially calibrated 2048-pixel

optically filtered CCD arrays, viewing the lower diver-

tor neutralizer plates and the center stack tiles.

A database of about 70 inner wall limited (IWL),

lower single null and double null (DN) diverted dis-

charges has been used in the present analysis. The dis-

charges included 0.8–1.0 MA ohmically and NBI heated

fiducial L-mode deuterium plasmas, and the L-mode

ohmic discharges obtained in a density scan experiment.

Fueling efficiencies have been determined in the current

ramp-up and flat-top phases of the discharge since many

plasmas experience MHD modes or reconnection events

altering plasma parameters after reaching Ip flattop (at

t6 0:25 s).

3. Fueling efficiency analysis

3.1. Particle balance

A global particle balance equation (PBE) (for ex-

ample, [4]) is applied to each discharge to analyze core

plasma contribution of various particle sources and

sinks:

dNi

dt
¼ Cgas þ CNBI þ CNBI-cold � CNBI-cryo � Cwall

� Cpump �
dNn

dt
: ð1Þ

The change in total deuteron inventory dNi=dt is

derived from the measured Zeff and the volume-averaged

density Ne ’ �nneVpCgas is the total gas injector rate. CNBI is

the NBI fueling rate, CNBI-cold ’ 0:25� CNBI is the NBI

line neutral gas fueling rate, and CNBI-cryo is the NBI line

cryopump rate. Inclusion of the latter term is important:

noticeable effect on plasma performance is observed

when the NBI duct is open to NSTX vacuum vessel. It is

estimated from the cryopump pumping speed of 5� 104

L/s and neutral pressure measurements. The last two

terms in the RHS PBE are the neutral gas build-up rate

dNn=dt and the turbomolecular pump rate Cpump. The

wall loading rate Cwall is derived from the balance

equation. Integrating the equation yields the cumulative

particle inventories. Fueling efficiency is defined as

g ¼ Np=Next, where Np is the total number of particles

enclosed by the last closed flux surface, and Next is

the total number of particles introduced externally into

the vacuum vessel. Fueling efficiency g characterizes

individual source contribution to the global particle

inventory, as thermal and fast particle transport and

confinement properties are different. Instantaneous fuel-

ing efficiency may be defined as gs ¼ ðdNi=dtÞC�1
gas. It is

determined by the transitory particle balance and is

usually lower than g. Shown in Fig. 1 are the PBE results

for a LFS (top injector) fueled DN discharge with the

following parameters: Ip ¼ 1 MA PNBI ¼ 1:6 MW, line

average density �nne ’ 2:55� 1013 cm�3. The wall loading

rate is positive through the gas pulse duration indicating

strong pumping by the walls. After the gas is shut-off,

the balance is dominated by the dNi=dt term, which

slowly falls to 10–20 Torr l/s, but still being larger

than the total NBI fueling rate of CNBI þ CNBI-cold 6 2

Torr l/s. The wall loading rate becomes negative indi-

cating that the wall starts degassing. This behavior is

characteristic for most L-mode discharges fueled in the

initial phase of the discharge from the LFS injectors.

Improved plasma control and a higher central plasma

density limit due to fueling have been achieved with

LFSþHFS fueling. More importantly, the introduction

of LFSþHFS fueling allowed for greater reproduc-

ibility and control of the L–H transition and edge lo-

calized modes in the H-mode plasmas. Shown in Fig. 2

are the PBE quantities derived for an otherwise similar

discharge (Ip ¼ 1 MA, PNBI ¼ 1:6 MW, line average

density �nne ’ 3:60� 1013 cm�3) with additional fueling

from HFS injector. The HFS injection starts at t ¼
�0:26 s and produces a fueling rate burst at 0.09 s when

the gas pulse reaches the plasma. Thereafter, a pseudo-

constant rate of about 20 Torr l/s is maintained from

HFS injector through a discharge. This rate is sufficient

to change the particle balance so that Cwall becomes

positive, indicating that the wall is pumping. The phys-

ical interpretation of this result demonstrates the use-

fulness and limitations of the modeling with a one

reservoir PBE. Recycling of neutrals from the wall is
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independent or weakly dependent on external fueling,

thus �pumping� or �degassing� are interpreted as a net

balance of all time-dependent source and sink rates of

the particles confined with a finite time s. More so-

phisticated multi-reservoir equations include the effects

of particle residence time in the SOL, divertor, or the

wall surface [2]. For the present fueling analysis, how-

ever, the model adequately describes the relative im-

portance of particle sources and sinks in NSTX.

3.2. Gas puff fueling efficiency

In most L-mode discharges that reach �nne 6 5:5� 1013

cm�3 and are fueled with Cgas 6 170 Torr l/s the deuteron

inventory change is dNi=dt6 20 Torr l/s through the

duration of the gas pulse, weakly falling to zero there-

after. Densities as high as �nne ’ 1:2� nG, the Greenwald

density, have been produced by gas puffing from LFS,

with dNi=dt6 30 Torr l/s and limited by an onset of

large MHD events or a density-limiting mechanism.

Increasing gas injection rate and duration in fueling

schemes with LFS only and a combination of LFS and

HFS do not tend to change the density (Fig. 3). A

combination of LFS and HFS fueling with lower aver-

age rates produce higher density plasmas. The average

fueling efficiency of gas injectors in NSTX is in the range

0.05–0.20. No significant differences between LFSþ
HFS and LFS fueling have been found in ohmic and

NBI heated L-mode discharges. The fueling efficiency

does not seem to have any dependence on gas injector

fueling rate. It is also independent of line density for

IWL discharges, as shown in Fig. 4. Diverted discharges,

however, tend to achieve higher density with higher

fueling efficiency. Fueling efficiency for IWL discharges

appears to be higher for LFSþHFS fueling scheme.

This is closely related to SOL properties and will be

further addressed when the measurements of SOL

temperature, density and the deuterium ionization pro-

file become available. Finally, we note that the fueling

efficiency g has been defined as an average quantity and

the present results are valid within the limitations of this

definition.
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Fig. 1. Particle balance modeling of a LFS fueled discharge.
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3.3. NBI fueling efficiency

Because of relatively low fueling rate of the NBI it is

not possible to determine its fueling efficiency by global

particle balance. The ionization profile of NBI is local-

ized well within the core at r=a6 0:5, where a is the

minor radius. The estimated beam shine-through for

NSTX plasmas is less than 10%.
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3.4. Impurity fueling

Main impurities are boron, carbon, and oxygen.

Their typical core concentrations after boronization are

0.25–0.5%, 1–1.5%, and 0.1–0.3%, respectively [5]. The

effective charge Zeff is between 1.2 and 2.5 in ohmically

heated discharges and between 2 and 3.5 in NBI and

HHFW heated plasmas. Impurities, therefore, contri-

bute less than 10% to the electron density in NSTX.

4. Comments on edge particle fluxes

At present, NSTX utilizes conventional wall-condi-

tioning techniques for impurity and density control,

including boronization and helium glow discharge

cleaning [6]. The wall inventory of a 1 MA t6 0:5 s

duration NSTX discharge is ’ 25 Torr l. When the wall

begins pumping it reduces the total inventory only by

about 6 3 Torr l. The development of higher perfor-

mance plasmas will put emphasis on power and particle

exhaust capabilities, in particular the divertor perfor-

mance. NSTX divertor has an open geometry. Whereas

the advantages and disadvantages of the geometry over

the narrow throat divertors are debatable, it provides

only two channels of particle flows: direct particle flow

to the divertor plate and direct internal leakage into the

main chamber. Detailed divertor characterization will

commence at NSTX with commissioning of divertor

probes, a bolometer array and Penning gauges. The

present assessment of divertor performance is limited to

impurity and ion flux estimates obtained from spectro-

scopic observations. Internal particle source in NSTX is

dominated by neutral recycling from the wall. The re-

cycling occurs on carbon fiber composite-tiled surface of

the center column with an area A6 3:2 m2 and the di-

vertor and passive plates with an area A6 7 m2 (the

actual plasma-wetted surface areas are smaller). This

section describes observations and preliminary estimates

of edge particle fluxes.

4.1. Neutral and ion fluxes

Neutral fluxes are estimated from the pressure mea-

surements assuming poloidal and toroidal symmetry.

Ion fluxes are estimated from the measured Da bright-

ness using the calculated factor of 40 ionization events

per Da photon for NSTX edge parameters Te ’ 20–40

eV, ne 6 5� 1012 cm�3, and the appropriate surface ar-

eas. Balmer-a brightness is measured by two 2048-pixel

filtered calibrated CCD arrays across the lower divertor

and in the midplane across the center stack. It is of in-

terest to compare the magnitude of the ion and neutral

fluxes at the midplane and in the divertor region.

Shown in Fig. 5 are the average particle fluxes for the

HFSþ LFS fueled DN discharge analyzed for particle

balance in Section 3. The HFS gas injection is seen at

0.08 s and its flux is in agreement with the neutral gas

injection rate shown in Fig. 2. Based on a limited

database of discharges it is concluded that the ion and

neutral flux at the midplane are approximately equal

being on the order of 5� 1021 s�1. The divertor ioniza-

tion flux is 6 1023 s�1 assuming that the Da intensity is

directly related to the recycling flux in an attached di-

vertor. Thus, the order of magnitude estimate indicates

that the ion flux in the divertor greatly exceeds the ion

flux in the midplane. This may indicate that the radial

transport near the separatrix and in the SOL is fairly low

and the particle flow along the field lines to the divertor

is greater than the cross-field flow. The opposite situa-

tion has been found recently in the edge of several

tokamaks and termed �main chamber recycling� [7–9]. It
has been suggested that strong SOL microturbulence

results in a highly non-diffusive particle transport and

plasma �blob� propagation radially outward [9]. Detailed

modeling of edge particle and heat fluxes in NSTX

using purely diffusive and diffusive–convective transport

models shall help with the interpretation of the present

measurements.

5. Summary

Particle balance and core fueling efficiencies of low

and high field side gas fueling of L-mode ohmic and NBI

heated plasmas have been compared using an analytical

zero-dimensional particle balance model and measured

ion and neutral fluxes. Gas fueling efficiencies are in the

range of 0.05–0.20 and do not depend on discharge

magnetic configuration or poloidal location of the in-

jector. Higher densities are achieved using LFSþHFS

fueling with lower average injection rates. The particle

balance model indicates that the addition of a pseudo-

constant HFS fueling source results in a reversal of the
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wall loading rate. Initial particle source estimates ob-

tained from neutral pressure and spectroscopic mea-

surements indicate that in diverted discharges ion flux in

the divertor greatly exceeds ion and neutral fluxes in the

main chamber. Present analysis provides the basis for

detailed fluid modeling of edge particle flows and the

analysis of particle confinement properties of L- and

H-mode plasmas.
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